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GET STARTED THE RIGHT WAY WITH A WINDOWS 10 WORKSHOP

Windows 10 has a lot to offer organizations to improve security, mobility and
manageability. There are also many new features, processes and decisions to be
made to make the most out of Windows 10. Some of these decisions could have a
serious impact if not done correctly, such as which edition to deploy, what security
features can be taken advantage of and how you will support this new OS. The
Windows 10 Planning and Design workshop walks you through making all of these
decisions, while reviewing best practices and lessons learned. Get off on the right
foot by understanding how Windows 10 has changed and how it may impact your
infrastructure. CDW will help you make the right decisions and provide education on
Windows 10 and how to take advantage of the new features:
• Windows 10 Planning and Design
Workshop
• Facilitate configuration decisions
against best practices
• Branch releases
• Detailed reporting of design decisions
and considerations

• Overview Windows 10 features and
functionality
• Security deep-dive
• Enterprise data protection
• BitLocker
• Hello/Passport
• Edge Browser
• Management Features, Group
Policy, Mobile Device
Management
• Domain Join/Azure Join

• Next steps to deploy Windows 10

WHAT CAN CDW DO FOR ME?

Some of the products and tools covered for Windows 10 include:
• Windows 10 – Professional and
• Upgrade Analytics
Enterprise
• Microsoft Assessment and Planning
• Office 2016
Toolkit
• Internet Explorer 11/Edge

• Enterprise Site Discovery Toolkit

THE BENEFITS

• Explore new features and functionality of Windows 10
• Understand different editions and recommendation of deployment methods
• Design infrastructure to support Windows 10
• Knowledge transfer on best practices to deploy and manage Windows 10
• Accelerate and improve migration to Windows 10
• Develop a roadmap for an enterprisewide Windows 10 deployment
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WHY CDW?
CDW is uniquely qualified to design
IT solutions that remove complexity
and unnecessary costs from your
organization. Our experts become
part of your team providing the
support you need, when and where
you need it.
We can help you navigate Microsoft’s
robust array of solution offerings.
CDW is an end-to-end provider of
cloud applications, solutions and
services in public, private and hybrid
cloud environments. Based on your
business demands, we can help you
plan, deliver and manage a flexible
cloud solution tailored to your needs.
We offer best-of-breed providers, risk
mitigation strategies and dedicated,
personalized expertise to deliver
economic and operational benefits.
We get Microsoft. And we can share
our knowledge with you, so your
organization can spend less time
managing software and more time
putting it to work.

Next Steps
To learn more about CDW’s
Microsoft Windows 10
Management engagement,
contact your CDW account
manager or call 800.800.4239.

